DentalEZ® Group is committed to advancing the practice of dentistry through
innovative products and services. RAMVAC® and CustomAir® have been producing
vacuum systems, air compressors and utility room accessories for over 50 years.
RAMVAC® has been a pioneer in dental vacuum technology since the inception of
their first dental vacuum system over 40 years ago, and since that time have been
the dental industry leader in quality and reliability.
RAMVAC stands by its products with a 10 year no-wear-out, no-fail pump warranty
on vacuums and an industry leading 6 year warranty on compressors. RAMVAC
products are reliable, durable and powerful- the perfect combination for the
lifeline of your practice!

Benefits for New Dry Vacuum Applications
• Separation tank and E1 control are all integrated into complete unit
• Can use flexible PVC
• Light weight
• Economically priced
Benefits for Replacing Water Ring Systems
• Dry system reduces water and sewage costs
• No traps to clean
• Consistent vacuum levels when one or more HVE’s are opened
• Easy installation
• Able to adapt easily to most existing plumbing (3/4" – 2")

Badger Specs (Part # BADG1.2.60.1)
Voltage

208-230 VAC, Single Phase

Full Load

6.7 A

Frequency

60 Hz

Horsepower

1.5 HP

Dimension

18.7" W x 25.1" D x 22.7" H

Users

1-3

Includes
LubeFree rotary vane vacuum pump, 5 gallon integrated separation tank,
and E1 control.
Meets the following requirements
• UL 60601-1 (2nd Edition)
• CSA C22.2 No. 601.1
• NFPA 99c Level 3 Vacuum System

Vacuum Unit Features

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

LubeFree and waterless
Small footprint
Quiet operation
Open frame design for ease of maintenance
Stackable units for easy expansion
Auto shut down procedure to ensure
longevity of pump
5 Year Warranty
1 year equals about 2,000 hours of operation.
Run hours displayed on E1 hour meter.

Bulldog® QT Vacuum Units
A vacuum unit is the lifeline of your practice. That’s why most dental practices rely
on Bulldog® QT Vacuum Units. With their 10-year pump limited warranty, you can
rest easy that your practice’s vacuum source will run consistently and efficiently.

Bulldog® QT Combo 1
Designed for one doctor plus staff in six treatment rooms or less
The system includes a 15-gallon Otter Tank and a Bulldog QT 1 Vacuum Unit.

Bulldog® QT Combo 2
Designed for two doctors plus staff in six treatment rooms or less
The system includes a 15-gallon Otter Tank and a Bulldog QT 2 Vacuum Unit.

• NEW S2 controls utilize a pressure transducer
so the vacuum levels are digitally displayed
on a 2 line, 16 character LCD.
• Displays maintenance reminders and alarms.

Bulldog QT Combos Bulldog QT Combos include a Bulldog QT Vacuum Unit and a 15 Gallon Otter Tank.
Product
Bulldog QT Combo 1

Product No.
C809001

Bulldog QT Combo 2

C809002

Applications (typical)
One doctor and staff working
in 6 rooms or less
Two doctors and staff working
in 6 rooms or less

Vacuum Unit
Bulldog QT 1

Tank Size
15 Gal. (60 L)

Bulldog QT 2

15 Gal. (60 L)

Vacuum Unit Features
•
•
•
•

100% water free operation
10 year pump limited warranty
Maintenance once per year*
Complete System is UL 2601-1 Listed
*1 year equals about 2,000 hours of operation. Bulldog QT’s S2 Electrols
track cumulative run hours and will display maintenance reminders.

Bulldog QT Vacuum Unit stacked on
15 gallon Otter Tank

Bulldog QT Vacuum Unit alongside
15 gallon Otter Tank

Bison® Vacuum Units
For the power you need in multi doctor practices, Bison® Vacuum Units are your
best choice. Select from four models to meet your specific requirements

Bison Combo 3
Designed for three doctors plus staff in twelve treatment rooms or less
The system includes a 30-gallon Otter tank and a Bison 3 Vacuum Unit.

Bison Combo 5
Designed for five doctors plus staff in fifteen treatment rooms or less
The system includes a 50-gallon Cylindrical Tank and a Bison 5 Vacuum Unit.

Bison Combo 7 & 9
For seven or nine doctors plus staff in fifteen treatment rooms or more
The systems include an InfiniTank and either a Bison 7 or Bison 9 Vacuum Unit.

S2 controls integrate with the OWL
Touch allowing communication between
multiple vacuum configurations without
costly vacuum equalizers or MPC's.

Bison Combos Bison Combos include a Bison Vacuum Unit and Tank most appropriate for typical applications.
Product
Bison Combo 3
Bison Combo 5
Bison Combo 7
Bison Combo 9

Product No.
C818003
C818005
C818007
C818009

Applications (typical)
Three doctors and staff working in 12 rooms or less
Five doctors and staff working in 15 rooms or less
Seven doctors and staff working in 15 rooms or more
Nine doctors and staff working in 15 rooms or more

Vacuum Unit
Bison 3
Bison 5
Bison 7
Bison 9

Tank Size
30 Gal. (115 L)
50 Gal. (190 L)
InfiniTank
InfiniTank

RAMVAC is built to serve NFPA Level 3 vacuum applications. RAMVAC must not be used for lab dust collection or housekeeping applications.
Other applications may be served by custom systems.

Vacuum Unit Features
•
•
•
•
•

Bison Vacuum Unit
shown on 30 gallon Otter Tank
using optional platform

Bison Vacuum Unit
alongside
50 gallon cylindrical tank

Bison Vacuum Unit
alongside 30 gallon Infinitank

Models sized for 3-9 doctors plus staff
100% water free operation
10 year pump limited warranty
Maintenance once per year*
Complete System is UL 2601-1 Listed
*1 year equals about 2,000 hours of operation.
Bison’s S2 Electrols track cumulative run hours
and will display a maintenance reminders.

RAMVAC

®

TANK
RAMVAC® Otter Tank
The Otter Tank provides strength, excellent corrosion resistance (not
typically available from metal tanks), unique shape and size that’s easily
adaptable to your specific location and to the rest of your vacuum
equipment and plumbing connections which eases installation.
Tanks are an important element of your vacuum system. Tanks receive
material from your treatment rooms and prevent solids and liquids from
entering the vacuum pump.
Tanks also provide vacuum storage. If your tank is large enough, it can help
make sure you never notice a drop in vacuum system performance, even
though you may temporarily exceed your vacuum pump’s capacity.

Features
• Advanced corrosion-proof lightweight polymer
• Large, clog resistant drain valve
• Flat sides to best fit flat walls and corners
• Easy-access front connection to facility
vacuum line
• Molded “paw” prints support Bulldog
vacuum unit directly on tank
• Allows multiple “tank + vacuum unit”
configurations
• Easily configured for suspended installation
• 12" height extender available to raise
drain valves
• Tanks available in 15-Gallon and 30-Gallon

RAMVAC

®

RAMVAC® InfiniTank™
The InfiniTank is the first vacuum separation tank that automatically
drains when needed without the use of expensive, maintenance
prone pumps. The InfiniTank works in harmony with the natural
forces of gravity and air pressure to create “infinite” tank volume in
an easy to install, compact design.
In short, there’s no more cycling your vacuum pump during work
hours and no more risk of flooding your vacuum pump because
your separating tank is too small. Also, the InfiniTank can eliminate
the need for multiple separation tanks and as with other RAMVAC
tank designs, you can mount the vacuum unit to the top of the
InfiniTank to create an even more compact installation.

Features

• Simple maintenance free design
• Drains without vacuum interruption
• Ribbed construction and advanced corrosion-proof
lightweight polymer for added strength

• Significantly reduces the size and number of
separating tanks

•
•
•
•
•
•

Completely automated to provide worry free operation
Intelligent controller records cycle history
Fits neatly next to wall and into corners
Bulldog® mounts directly on top surface
Bison® mounts on optional “Bison Platform”
Reliable, heavy-duty, low voltage, solenoid valve for
years of troube-free service

• UL6060I listed, medical grade, wall mount transformer,
115V-60Hz/230V-50Hz compatible

Water Ring Pumps
Is a water ring pump right for you? It may be if you:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Have limited space
Use surgical suction tips
Use vacuum sinks
Profusely rinse vacuum lines
Have low or no water and sewer costs
Want a time proven vacuum source
Have overhead piping
Have restricted piping

Single Water Ring Pump

Our Single Water Ring Pump offers quiet operation and compact size
designed for small to medium size practices with up to two doctors
and staff. Its brass impeller and housing assure long life and chemical resistance.

Features

• Large capacity, easy to clean filter, with clear
bowl for easy inspection

• 1 & 2 HP Water Injected Pump models available
to suit your specific requirements

• 10.55 CFM for 1 HP model and 23.5 CFM
for 2 HP Model

• Quiet and compact
• Long life, chemical resistant brass
impeller and housing

• Sealed bearings in motor
• Designed for easy servicing

Single Water Ring Pump
CV-101

CustomAir® offered the first water ring pump power for dental vacuum.
Proven performance since 1957 - more than any other water ring pump!

Dual Water Ring Pump

For larger practices, the Dual Water Ring Pump is your assurance of
maintaining vacuum when operating in peak work periods. In addition,
a Dual Water Ring Pump provides back-up protection to minimize
downtime and costly interruption to your practice’s workflow.
Features

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Two independent pumps to handle peak loads and back-up protection
1 & 2 HP Water Injected Pump models available to suit your specific requirements
Same quality features found in CustomAir single pumps
Quiet and compact
Long life, chemical resistant brass impeller and housing
Sealed bearings in motor
Designed for easy servicing
Optional top shelf with 300 lb. capacity for stacking compressors

Wet Ring Components
Air-Water Separator
•

Keeps odors and microorganisms from
escaping into the environment

•
•

Protects people in building
Complies with NFPA 99c recommendations
and many building codes

Water Recirculator
•
•

Reduces water consumption by 80%
Reduces discharge to sewer by 80%

CustomAir Master Control Panels
•
•
•
•
•

Vacuum, air and water are controlled from one location
Wide range of kits for all CustomAir and RAMVAC products
All CustomAir controls use low voltage (24V)
Includes all necessary installation parts (except low-voltage wire)
For use with compressors that come with low-voltage relay and transformer

Dual Water Ring Pump
with Optional Top Shelf
MC-201

Osprey™ Compressors
For any practice looking to increase productivity and decrease downtime servicing their
compressor, RAMVAC is your number one choice.

Osprey22S

Osprey23B

Osprey28S
The RAMVAC Osprey is a LubeFree compressor offering superior air quality, quiet operation, reliability and durability for your
dental practice.
With high quality air at a maximum pressure of 115 psi, the Osprey compressors can operate at a 100% duty cycle during peak
demand. The cleverly designed rocking piston technology provides quiet operation while still producing more peak airflow
than any other compressor in the industry. This is especially important with more dental equipment than ever requiring
quality compressed air to operate.

Air Quality – How important is dry clean air?
A reliable source of dry clean air can help improve the longevity of your handpieces.
A reliable source of dry clean air helps protect the health of your patient. Bacteria blown into an incision is hazardous to your
patients' health especially when dealing with enterobacteria, salmonella, listeria, E. coli, etc.1 Anti-bacterial coatings of holding
tanks do very little to protect against such airborne bacteria.
To prevent against such harmful bacteria growing in your compressor’s holding tank and air lines the drying system of your
clinical air source should be able to provide a dew point of -25°C (13°F) or lower. The Dual Desiccant dryer system utilized on
the Osprey provides pressure dew points below this growth threshold, meeting the class 2 requirements of ISO 8573.
1

Focus on hygiene in dental compressors by Finn Djurhuus, head of section at DTI Industri, Danish Technological Institute in Aarhus

Model #

# of Users

OSP22B
OSP13B
OSP23B
OSP25B
OSP28B

2-3
3-4
3-4
5-7
8-11

Osprey25S

Features

• Superior air quality, quiet operation and compressor heads that can be isolated for service.
• Air compressor heads are 100% duty cycle rated, allowing them to run continuously if needed.
• Dual column desiccant dryer provides 100% continuous supply of dry clean air. While one
column is drying, the other is in operation and we make it extremely easy to replace desiccant
cartridges right in your office.

• RAMVAC Compressors have the best limited warranty in the industry – 6 years/4200hours!
• Basic or Smart control platforms:
• Basic controls use a traditional pressure switch and contactor arrangement to control the
cycling of the compressor heads, and are equipped with switches to isolate or turn off
individual heads (as required by NFPA99C) and hour meters.

• The Smart control platform (or C2 Control) utilizes more modern digital technology with

a pressure transducer and solid state relays to control cycling. Smart controls also feature
head isolation, current sensing (head amperage draw), maintenance reminders, fault
notifications and average drain and recharge times.

OWL Touch™
The OWL Touch incorporates a new full color, touch screen display
to provide easy control and monitoring of your dental utility room
equipment. Simple, easy to understand screen layouts make
navigation of this powerful device a cinch.
Four different categories of devices can be controlled through
a single OWL Touch panel:
Vacuum Units
RAMVAC brand vacuum units with the new S2 control can be easily plugged into the
OWL Touch and will display maintenance notifications, fault messages and other system
data. However, even non-RAMVAC vacuum units can be controlled via an OWL Interface
Control attached to the OWL Touch.
Air Compressors
RAMVAC Osprey air compressors featuring the new C2 control (Smart control) are
easily connected and will provide similar information to the vacuum units. Osprey
compressors with a Basic control or non-RAMVAC brand compressors can also be
connected via the Interface Control.
Water Valve
Any type of water valve utilizing a solenoid valve can be easily turned off and on utilizing
an Interface Control.
Auxiliary Devices
Any type of system that can be turned off or on with a switch can be controlled by an
Interface Control (up to 10 amps). Systems such as lighting, stereo or intercom can be
attached to the OWL Touch and turned on and off either manually or with the schedule.

Features

• Home screen provides the ability to choose Manual or Schedule run
mode for the equipment, and includes a Master Shutdown button.

• Manual mode allows the user to turn on or off each individual type of
device, similar to a standard remote switch panel.

• Schedule mode automatically controls all devices by a saved user
defined weekly schedule

• Master Shutdown turns off the entire utility room when activated. Simply

push this button and your utility room stays off until either the Manual or
Schedule mode is selected.

• OWL Touch models are available with either a four, eight or sixteen port
OWL Hub device.

• Entire configuration from device, to hub, to OWL is easily connected with
category 6 patch cable.

RAMVAC Utility Stands
With a platform load limit of 600 pounds, RAMVAC Utility
Stands are designed specifically to stack equipment, maximizing
usable floor space. These easy-to-assemble, heavy-duty gauge
steel stands are available in two heights; 36" and 50". Both
sizes provide easy access from all sides to provide an efficient
workflow and easier access for equipment maintenance.
Features

•
•
•
•
•
•

Compact design
Allows multiple configurations
Bolt together assembly
Heavy gauge steel
Easy to install
UPS shippable

RAMVAC Remote Switch Panels
The ultimate in convenience. You can control equipment anywhere
thanks to RAMVAC remote switch panels. These LED illuminated
push-on/push-off switches offer access to equipment remotely.
Switches include three standard switch labels: Air, Water and Vac.
Each switch is pre-wired for easy installation for 12v or 24v AC/DC.
Custom labels are available at no charge.

Packages
Multiple Utility Room packages for efficiency in ordering.
Each package contains everything you need for decades
of Utility Room Service.

User-Friendly Numbering System
Example: P112-11 is the P112 package and the WC-110 water valve.
P

1

1

2

-11

Package

First Digit

Second Digit

Third Digit

Suffix

# of Users

0 = Dry Vac
1 = Single Wet Ring
2 = Dual Wet Ring

0 = RAMVAC Remote Switch Panel
1 = Owl
2 = CustomAir Remote Switch Panel

Two digits denoting water valve
-11 WC-110 Valve, master water control, 1/2" w/ filter, 24V Solenoid
-21 WC-210 Valve, master water control, 3/4" w/ filter, 24V Solenoid
-23 WC-230 Valve, master water control, 3/4" w/ filter & regulator, 24V Solenoid
-30 WC-300 Valve, master water control, 1", 24V Solenoid
-40 WC-400 Valve, master water control, 1-1/4", 24V Solenoid

Utility Room Packages
One Doctor & Staff
Pkg#

Vac Unit P/N

Vac Unit Desc.

P110
P120
P121
P100
P101

64586121
64586110D
64586110D
809E.0800
809E.0800

CV-101FS Single wet
MC-201FS Dual wet
MC-201FS Dual wet
Bulldog QT1
Bulldog QT1

Separation Tank
P/N & Desc.
NR
NR
NR
575015 (15 gal OT)
575015 (15 gal OT)

Compressor
P/N & Desc.
OSP22B (2-3 users)
OSP23B (3-4 users)
OSP23S (3-4 users)
OSP22B (2-3 users)
OSP22S (2-3 users)

Water Valve P/N

Separation Tank
P/N & Desc.
NR
NR
NR
575015 (15 gal OT)
575015 (15 gal OT)

Compressor
P/N & Desc.
OSP23B (3-4 users)
OSP23B (3-4 users)
OSP23S (3-4 users)
OSP23B (3-4 users)
OSP23S (3-4 users)

Water Valve P/N

Separation Tank
P/N & Desc.
NR
NR
575030 (30 gal OT)
575030 (30 gal OT)

Compressor
P/N & Desc.
OSP25B (5-7 users)
OSP25S (5-7 users)
OSP25B (5-7 users)
OSP25S (5-7 users)

Water Valve P/N

Separation Tank
P/N & Desc.
NR
NR
590053 (50 gal tank)
590053 (50 gal tank)

Compressor
P/N & Desc.
OSP25B (5-7 users)
OSP25S (5-7 users)
OSP25B (5-7 users)
OSP25S (5-7 users)

Water Valve P/N

Specify Pipe Size
Specify Pipe Size
Specify Pipe Size
Specify Pipe Size
Specify Pipe Size

Remote Panel/Owl
P/N
64568171 (MP-1000)
64568172 (MP-1100)
OWL4
8-600-133 (3-switch)
OWL4

Two Doctors & Staff
Pkg#

Vac Unit P/N

Vac Unit Desc.

P210
P220
P221
P200
P201

64586122
64586110D
64586110D
809E.1050
809E.1050

CV-102FS Single wet
MC-201FS Dual wet
MC-201FS Dual wet
Bulldog QT2
Bulldog QT2

Specify Pipe Size
Specify Pipe Size
Specify Pipe Size
Specify Pipe Size
Specify Pipe Size

Remote Panel/Owl
P/N
64568171 (MP-1000)
64568172 (MP-1100)
OWL4
8-600-133 (3-switch)
OWL4

Three Doctors & Staff
Pkg#

Vac Unit P/N

Vac Unit Desc.

P320
P321
P300
P301

64586211D
64586211D
818E.0800
818E.0800

MC-202FS Dual wet
MC-202FS Dual wet
Bison 3
Bison 3

Specify Pipe Size
Specify Pipe Size
Specify Pipe Size
Specify Pipe Size

Remote Panel/Owl
P/N
64568171 (MP-1000)
OWL4
8-600-133 (3-switch)
OWL4

Four to Five Doctors & Staff
Pkg#

Vac Unit P/N

Vac Unit Desc.

P520
P521
P500
P501

64586211D
64586211D
818E.1050
818E.1050

MC-202FS Dual wet
MC-202FS Dual wet
Bison 5
Bison 5

Specify Pipe Size
Specify Pipe Size
Specify Pipe Size
Specify Pipe Size

Remote Panel/Owl
P/N
64568171 (MP-1000)
OWL4
8-600-133 (3-switch)
OWL4

Bison 3
Package

Dual Pump MC-201
Package

Bulldog QT
Package
Packages shown with optional stands/platforms.

SlugBuster

™

Specifically formulated for the dental
industry, SlugBusterTM maximizes your
vacuum performance. Chelators, which
help hold heavy metals, such as Mercury,
in suspension, facilitate safer discharge to
waste disposal. Chelators also make the water
soft and soft water cleans better than hard
water. The formula also contains L61 Wetting
Agents, which penetrate faster.

Features and Benefits:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cleans and deodorizes vacuum hoses, drains, piping, and separators
Non-chlorinated
Dissolves organic debris
Absolutely non-foaming
Fast acting
Quick rinsing, minimizing drain line residue
Pleasant, light fragrance
8.5 pH level makes SlugBuster compatible with all amalgam separators
Biodegradable
Economical
SlugBuster is available in powder and liquid forms

Contact your dealer or DentalEZ® at 1-866-DTE-INFO. Visit our website at www.dentalez.com.

866.DTE.INFO
www.DentalEZ.com
http://Blog.DentalEZ.com
Follow us!
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